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Much of'lhe discussion of the rationality' of judicial decision making
is confined It, the context bf a judgets operating within a legal system
with pre-exi~ting rules to apply to the facts of instant cases. The extent
to which thisidefies logical analysis is the extent to which, some argue,
factors othe'r, than a rigid application of law to fact enter. Thus, we find
various realist thinkers pointing to the role of the judge's discretion in
construing applicable rules and in constructing facts from the evidence;
some realists point to the jUdge's personality as, being a factor in under
standing his decision; some, to a flash of intuitive insight.

While I belive this debate to be an important one, I do think that it
has us overlook areas of judicial making where, pre~umablY, the primary
reality is not one of the application of law to facts. The sorts of
situations that I believe are commonly placed in ~his category are arbitra
tion proceedings. interest balanCings, and the allocation of equitable
remedies. Here, the effecting of such a resolution is done supposedly in
the absence of the decision maker's applying some rule of decision but his
haVing as his prim~ry mission doing justice for the case at hand. As is
often the case, decision making in these areas is construed as marching in
a direction quite different from the application of law to faces.
Ultimately the ques~iQn I wish to address in this essay is one concerning
the· domain of, judicial decision making -that lends itself to logical analysis.
What I finally suggest is that this territory is larger than is usually
thought and that many of these equitable decision procedures do fall within
this realm.

The,presumption and common sense intuition that equitable decision
procedures are fundamentally different from standard judicial determinations
involving an application of rules to facts is strong. For example, in
introducing his criticism of such procedures, Wasserstrom brings out this
difference: I'ln all eqUitable procedures of justification, the necessary
justification,for any particular decision consists in the, fact that the
decision is the most just for the particular case. That the decision may be
deducible from some legal rule is 1rrelivant; that the decision in itself is
just for the case is alone significant. From here he goes on to offer his
criticism, bringing out that insufficient guidance seems to be offered by its
proponents. Says Wasserstrom, "But to insist that justice ought to be done
is not to tell us how it can be done, and unfortunately, the advocates of an
equitable decision procedure have not carried the task of specification very
far. They seem rather to have assumed that once the goal of doing justice in
the particular case has been postulated, the way in which this goal is to be
realized is obvious. They have not indic~ted the nature of the ~pecific

decision proc~dure according to 'which justice is best attained."
Looking specifically at arbitration, we find that its very characteriza

tion seems to set it apart from usual judicial proceedings involVing an
application of law to facts:'~rbitration is the non-legal procedure in which
a neutral thiid party or board, acting pursuant to authorization by both
parties to a dispute, hears both sides of the controversy and issues an award,
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usually accompanied by a decision, which isfihal and binding on both parties,.,.
Unlike the j~~ge who may base his decision upon rules developed over a long
period of ti~~~ in prior cases, the arbitrator must look largely t6himself in
formulating h$~ opinion and rendering an award. The law has not' developed
rules to gUid~ the arbitrator in settling the disputes that come before him,
and in many ca!~es the controversy bet~een the patties .. is nbt .onethat is
cognizable in :a court of law or equity. ,,3

It is evident in surveying some of the criticist:"ls of: ,int,er,est b.alancing
that the foun:d~ation of many of them is the fashion in, which, it differs froTll
usual judiciall~"del;:isionmaking. Thus, it is brought out that the process is
ad hoc, that!it does not lend itself to one's generalizing about the result,4
give;-the wid~,~ range of variables ente5ing into thedecis.icin, and that the. 6
process empl:9;:r's not single criterion, let alone guidance by any concept of law
--it involv;7;~': just a weighing. The upshot of comments of this sort along

with those 0cf,tsidered above about equitable decision procedures generally and
about arbitr~fion, I believe, would have us think that these areas of decision
making are mq'st infertile grounds for the tools of the logician to till. Let
us investig~t~ whetber or to what extent this is the case.

1 .

Let us ce;,nsider the adjudication of actions in equity. First, \<1e should
bring outth<f~' although absent may be any specific rules that dictate specific
decisions, wej;do, nonetheless, have general guiding principles. Consider the
variousmaxilll's of equity like Equity will not suffer a wrong to be without a
remedy. or 'Eq:iltty delights to do Justice and not by halves. orEquity aids the

I. .'. . - -.- 1 --- ------- -. . --.- -.-
vigilant, not,Ythose who slumber on theu rights. Now, suppose we have some fact
situation whEh·:e plaintiffnas contracted with defendant for the purchase of a

.,el .

diamond :ing:;'rod d:fendant. has not delivere~. Further sLi~pose that the qualiti:s
of the rlng ,acj:',e unlque -- 1t has once been 1n the posseSSlon of St. Odo of Clonl
as ~ell as dij~arilyn Monroe -- making this particular ring of particular value
to plaintiff'1;i:given his interests in medieval logic and American film. No
damages whidhlplaintiff could ever be awarded in a suit at law for breach of
contract coul~ ever substitute for the object for which he has contracted. But
suppose plai~~iffhas been engaging in a series of actions designed to induce
defendant toldomply. Plaintiff has made threatening telephone calls; he has
dumped garbag'e on defendant's lawn. And further suppose that plaintiff has
waited two y~~rs before attempting to take possession of the ring because'he
could not aff~rd insurance on the object.

At this point, given what we know about the goals of equity as stated in
some of its maxims, a variety of possible de.cisio ns~ suggests itself. The
judge may invoke the clean hands doctrine and allow plaintiff no relief; he
may do that as well as issue an injunct.ion for plain~iff to cease and desist
from his current actions of harrassment. He may attempt to rely heavily on
the notion of doing justice and not by halves and thus require specific
performance of the contract, compelling defendant to deliver but also
compelling plaintiff to reimburse defendant for the insurance policy he had
been carrying as well as issuing an injunction for plaintiff to abandon his
pro~r~m of,harrassment. Whatever the case, it seems clear that not just any
dec1slon 1.07111 do and that the range of cogent decisions is determined, in
part, by the relevant rules of equity; put differently, we are dealing with
structured decision making and thus a species of rule-quided
activity. As such, we should expect that an account can be given of the
logic of this rule-guided activity or, if not ,. be offered some reason why
this ~ctivity is so ~ifferent from any other form of rule-guided actiVity
that.1t cannot. lend 1tself to logical analysis.
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ar'bit~~;~, ~~dt~;l:~~~~~ii~~·~t1:~t.;~'~J:!~;::J_~p~i~a~f~~~h;:;~re~;~n~h;~~:"=~~~'~Ugh
there are inst,ancesof' bCl'lartct:n'gQf;ffi',t,'~th~stswherenpsp~dfic gUide directs
the balancing;' this is notalw~y,s ~h-ec~$'e. 'oh $om,eapprQ,aches to balancing
interests, we find a teStused.sucha$ matedi'll andsubstandal interference.
or a searching for an interestof':apar.titular sort. like a compelling interest.
Consider. for example; a s1tl1adon where the guide to the court's balancing
takes the form' of an antecedent commitment of the court's to look for a parti
cular type of- inter-es,t ; WhiCl1if f:lr.esent • will tip the scales, or weigh heavily
in favor of,theparty ...ithths,tintere$t . .InCaldwell,v.U.S •• 7 the court
balanced interests of' the publg. of the Grand J~ryt~nd ap.pellant reporter.
We find here that the governlli~ht's interest t 'or need" as the, Court refersto i.t,
must be compeUJn:g before the repor:tet,can berequ~t:e_cit,oappearbefore the
Grand Jury:> 1\lhlJ.ght of these ,considerations we hol.a that where it has been
shown that' the public I $ first amendment right to be' informed would be
jeopardized by'requiring a: journalist to subm:{.t to secret Grand Jury interroga
tion, the government, mU$t respond bydemonstr~~~ng a compelling need for ths
witness' presence before jUdici8+ ,proces~ can ;is'~ue to require attendance."

Another cJ,ass of balancing methods' within the ,general category of those in
which some specif ic guide is inOlientia'l in th~ ba'iandrig is that where a
particular ru1e,'test, ,qr standard, is ,operative as a guide. 1n Local 858 of the
American Fedetatf9n ~ Teacher!iv. SchQ9f QiStt:iet ~. l.!!!.~-County .2f Denver:
and State £. Colorado, 9 the eoure .. clearly elaffus to beba1an~1ng.E..b.! interes,ts
of a nap-representative' teacher's union, whithsought th~use of schoolfadlitie~

against the school's interest to permit only the union that won the represent
ative election to enjoy certain school facilities;' the court invokes a test of
signH icant interference as it balances the interests of the part ies: "The
delicate task of applying the constitutional balancing test to measure the
substantiality ~f the reasons argued in stippo~t of re~trictio~ of the First
Amendent freedom of association :1.5 made easfer in a case such as this, ....'here the
interests asseI,";ted are nUl1lerous, a policy as vital asj)ublic.education is the
goal, and negligible impairment is proved.' We find that the plaint if f s have not
proved significant iriterfererice with their freedom of association .... 10 Thus
we see that reg~rdless of how weighty the plaintiffs'interest may be, the scales
will not tip in' their f~vor unless the additional test of their being signifi
cantly interfertedwith is met.

In the foregoing cases, the decision maker can be seen as adhering to gen
eralized guides,. These guides, presumably. have been relevant .for past cases
and provide a ground for dealing with future cases and, in principle, need not
admit of decisions any less arbitray or relative than any others in which the
model of stare decisis is employed; for, in essence, that is the model which bal
ancings of these sorts are using. if so, again it seems that we can, at least in
part, disperse 'some of the prejudicial air surrounding the issue of the ration
ality of interest balancing.

Last, let us consider the workin~of arbitration proceedings. Here too it
must be recognized that the reality shows something other than some of the charges
would have us believe. We do find instances of artitrators invoking prior rules
of decision in adjudicating their instant cases. For example. in Latro,be Steel
Co., 11 the arbritr-ator considered whether a prior holding was appl~cableto the
instant case and decided it wa's-not';---He--polnts out that in the case of West
Pittston Iron W'o-rks, In-t. ,"it was held that the company could not unilaterally
take from"tile e,mployees-B' paid lunch period which has existed at the time the
contract was negotiated. I held in that case that existing conditions upon the
basis of which the contract terms were ~greed to could not be altered by the
company acting ialone -- that to eliminate pay for the lunch period was in effect



to change the ~greed upon wages. Similar cases were· N.amm is Inc., •••fawrick
Airflex, Inc.,~ .• and International Harvester Co •••• I agree with all these
cases, but I c$nnot agree that the priricipleis applicable here. il12

One commentator predicts that "from the opinions being handed down by
lal;>orarbitrators will eventually come a body of concepts and principles to
guide arbitrat9rs in making their opinions •. When this stage is reached, but
not until then. basic principles wi::l tend to be more uniformly applied in .
the se ttlement. of grievances j and a counterpart of the legal doctrine of ....
stare dechis4 ; • may.develop for the rules applied in labor arbitrations." l3
lrideec;l, theU •.S. Supreme Court suggests that it is ititere!!)ted in moving in this
direction. In United Steelworkers of An1eri~a:!. America Manufacturing Co., the
court referred to "our·role·of developing a meaningful body of law to·govern the
interpretation and enforcement of· collective bargdningagreements .'114

. .

In conclusion, we have seen that we can ~le.a·r away misconceptions about
how equitable ~ecision procedures differ. from· usual judicia). determinations.
We were able tb show that, in tilany·irtstances,these procedures mirror those
involving the 'pp!.ication of law tofaet, where ·the operating assumption has
been that a logical analysis is possible. In so showing this, we can claim to
have expanded the doma-in where it seems plausible to think that Judicaldecision
making lends. itself· to logical analysis.
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